Information To Supplement “University of Delaware Agreement to Sequester” Form

This is the correct form that students use to sequester their works.

The Office of Graduate and Professional Education needs to have this form signed and filled out for their records when the students are ready to submit their work.

This form (once signed by the advisor) lets the Office of Graduate and Professional Education know that they need to withhold the work from being released.

The Office of Graduate and Professional Education tracks all submissions manually from their end and do not release them with all other works at the end of the semester.

If the candidate does not use this sequester form the degree candidate will receive an e-mail notification when the Office of Graduate and Professional Education has released the document (expected release not to occur until official degree is conferred) and all relevant data to UMI and to the UD Library*.

*The UD Library provides electronic access through UMI to all University of Delaware dissertations from 1997 to the present. The electronic access is full text (every word and chart) and is available at no charge to any member of the University Community. The Library catalogs dissertations and theses in DELCAT and will continue that practice for dissertations and theses submitted electronically.